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Abstract: Due to mounting concerns about the security of raw material supplies, numerous studies
dealing with the quantification of supply risks and material criticality at the national level have
been carried out in previous years. Regarding these studies, most approaches are indicator based
static screening methods analyzing large numbers of raw materials and identifying those which are
most critical for an economy. The majority of these screening methods quantify supply risks and
vulnerabilities for one base year without taking into account temporal changes. Dynamic approaches
for specific raw materials analyzing affected value chains in detail have been introduced recently;
however, these studies do not intend to provide a screening of larger numbers of commodities.
In this paper, we present a simple dynamic screening approach to assess raw material criticality at the
country level building upon methods from innovation economics. The indicators applied in this study
are only based on broadly available production and trade data, which makes this approach relatively
easy to apply. We test our methodology on the example of Germany and Japan—two economies
with highly specialized industries and low domestic raw material deposits, and, hence, high import
dependency. The results are comparable to those of previously conducted multi indicator based static
screening methods. However, they provide additional insight into temporal developments over the
previous decade.
Keywords: raw material criticality; supply risk; vulnerability; critical raw materials; trade data analysis

1. Introduction
Against the backdrop of increasing demand for most metals and mounting concerns about the
security of raw material supply, analyses of supply risks and criticality of different metallic and mineral
raw materials have gained attention in recent years [1–3]. This development is forced by both the
rapid growth of emerging economies associated with high raw material consumption [4] and the
accelerating innovation cycles of new technologies for which specific hardly substitutable materials
often are a prerequisite [5]. Consequently, the systematic evaluation of raw material criticality has
been the subject of numerous studies in recent years (cf. Table 1). These studies either use an indicator
based risk ranking (cf. Figure 1a), the concept of a criticality matrix as introduced by the U.S. National
Research Council (NRC) in 2008 (cf. Figure 1b), or scenario and time series analyses in order to evaluate
past and potential future market developments for specific raw materials (cf. Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Different approaches for quantifying and communicating raw material criticality or
supply and market risks. While hierarchical risk ranking methods via indicator aggregation
(a) and criticality matrix approaches as an abstraction of risk analysis in a risk matrix (b) are
screening methods analyzing and comparing numerous commodities, detailed time series and scenario
analyses (c) form individual approaches performed separately for each commodity and market.
(a) hierarchical ’risk ranking’ based on different indicators, e.g., [6]; (b) criticality matrix over the
axes of “vulnerability” and “supply risk” [7]; and (c) time series and scenario analysis, here on the
example of copper, e.g., [4].

The majority of current screening methods for assessing raw material criticality (Figure 1a,b)
are static approaches covering the supply situation of different materials for one base year in order to
identify those which are most critical for an economy. Some studies take indicators into account that
refer to different scales in time such as expected future demand or historic market development [8].
However, projecting indicators from different points in time to the present might dilute the results
for the current supply situation. This is because one raw material might be designated critical due to
expected future demand which is linked to high uncertainty, while another raw material is designated
critical due to the current supply situation, which is a fact at present. In this context, it is important to
clearly distinguish between the aforementioned screening methods that generally determine numerous
different materials and technology oriented studies of the supply system of specific commodities.
When considering specific raw material markets and supply systems, dynamic criticality approaches
including econometric time series analysis [4,9,10], agent based [11] or system dynamics modeling [12]
have been presented in previous years (see also bottom part of Table 1); however, most current
screening methods analyzing large numbers of materials and commodities do not take temporal
changes into account (see also classification in Table 1). The European Commission has updated its
2010 criticality study [13] in 2014 [14], and there are publications about criticality assessments for two
different years using the same set of indicators [15]. However, in order to identify fluctuations and
volatility among different indicators, extended periods of time need to be analyzed. Hence, regarding
screening methods of critical raw materials, there is a need to better take into account temporal
variations and volatility of indicator values. The US National Science and Technology Council (NSTC)
has recently introduced a dynamic methodology for a first screening of potentially critical raw materials
taking into account the three dimensions of supply risk (indicated by the concentration of production
at the country level), market growth and market dynamics (indicated by the annual price volatility).
The methodology discussed in the following sections may serve as a complement to currently ongoing
efforts aiming at assessing the development of raw material criticality over a period of time.
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Table 1. Key studies and publications from the previous ten years quantifying supply risks and raw material criticality (see also numerous review papers about this
topic [1–3,8,16–22]). Particularly the list of raw material specific dynamic analyses (bottom part of the table) does not claim to be complete.

Single risk index
based on multi indicator aggregation

Concept of the
criticality matrix

Method

Title (Year)

Commissioner and Reference

“Critical raw materials for the EU” (2010, 2014)

European Commission [13,14]

“Critical Materials Strategy” (2010, 2011)

U.S. Department of Energy [23,24]

“Critcal raw materials for Germany” (2011)

KfW bank group [25]

“Minerals, Critical Minerals, And the U.S. Economy” (2008)

National Research Council [7]

“Design in an Era of Constrained Resources” (2008)

General Electric [26]

“Criticality space” (Criticality matrix enhanced by the third dimension of “Environmental Impact”)
“Criticality of the Geological Copper Family / Iron and its Principal Alloying Elements /
Geological Zinc, Tin and Lead Family / Criticality of the Rare Earth Elements /
The criticality of four nuclear energy metals” (2012–2015)

Graedel et al., Yale University [27–33]

“Criticality Assessment of Metals for Japan’s Resource Strategy” (2015)

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science
and Technology, Japan [34]

“Evaluating the sufficiency of Japan’s mineral resource entitlements
for supply risk mitigation” (2015)

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science
and Technology, Japan [35]

“To what extent is Denmark vulnerable to mineral supply shortage?” (2014)

Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland
(GEUS) [36]

“Raw material supply in Bavaria” (2009, 2012)

Bavarian industry association (vbw) [37,38]

“Ensuring resource availability for the UK economy” (2008)

UK Environment Agency and BERR [6]

“Critical Metals in Strategic Energy Technologies” (2011, 2013)

JRC European Commission [39,40]

“Economic Importance, Environmental and Supply Risks on
Imported Resources in Lithuanian Industry” (2012)

Kaunas University of Technology [41]

“Raw materials critical to the Scottish economy” (2011)

Scottish Environment Protection Agency [42]

“Risk list of the British Geological Survey (BGS)” (2012)

British Geological Survey (BGS) [43]

“Raw materials list for Germany” (2012)

German Geological Survey (DERA) [44]
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Table 1. Cont.

Raw material or technology specific
dynamic assessments
based on scenario or econometric analyses

Method

Title (Year)

Commissioner and Reference

“Supply risks associated with CdTe and CIGS thin-film photovoltaics” (2016)

Augsburg University [45]

“Metallic Mineral Resources in the Twenty-First Century.
Historical Extraction Trends and Expected Demand” (2015)

University of Georgia [46]

“Measuring criticality of raw materials: an empirical approach
assessing the supply risk dimension of commodity criticality” (2015)

Augsburg University [47]

“Exploring rare earths supply constraints for the emerging clean energy technologies
and the role of recycling” (2014)
“Reviewing resource criticality assessment from a dynamic and technology specific perspective
—using the case of direct-drive wind turbines” (2015)

University of Southern Denmark [10,48]

“Assessing the dynamic material criticality of infrastructure transitions:
A case of low carbon electricity” (2014)

University of Leeds [49]

“Raw Materials for Future Technologies” (2009, 2016)

BMWI, BGR, DERA [50,51]

“Assessing the long-term supply risks for mineral raw materials” (2009)
“Evaluating supply risk patterns and supply and demand trends” (2012)

Volkswagen AG/BGR [4,52]

“Critical Metals for Future Sustainable Technologies and their Recycling Potential” (2009)

UNEP [53]

“Trends in supply and demand of mineral raw materials” (2008)

BMWI, BGR [54]

Abbreviations in Table 1 are as follows: BERR: Department for Business Enterprise & Regulatory Reform; BMWI: German Ministry for Economic Affairs;
BGR: German Geological Survey; CdTe: Cadmium telluride; CIGS: Copper indium gallium (di)selenide; DERA: German Mineral Resources Agency; JRC: Joint
Research Council; KfW: German government-owned development bank; UNEP: United Nations Environment Programme.
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In this paper, we present a simple indicator based method to assess raw material dependency
and supply risks at the national level over a period of time using trade statistics and production data.
This method is demonstrated and evaluated on the example of Germany and Japan—two established
economies with low domestic mineral deposits, a high share of the manufacturing sector regarding
total value added and specialized industries depending on imported high-tech metals. A key feature
of this method is the good data availability and its simple applicability, making it suitable for a transfer
to other countries and regions. This approach is not intended to replace static multi indicator based
criticality assessments (Figure 1a,b), as it is highly simplified and only focuses on production and trade
data that show significant volatility over time. However, this method provides additional insights
into the historic development of vulnerabilities, supply risks and import dependency. Such historic
developments might also be of interest when analyzing trends in demand in forward-looking studies.
Nonetheless, historic change is no indicator for future development, and future demand for specific
high-tech metals is mainly driven by emerging technologies that have to be analyzed in technology
oriented studies (see Figure 3 for an example of technology-specific analyses).
As indicated by the following figures, particularly the markets of high-tech metals which are
often characterized by comparatively low production volumes show high dynamics both on the
supply and the demand side. The most important indicator to measure supply risks in recent
studies was the concentration of production at the country level [8]. This is usually quantified
by the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI), which is a standard approach to measure the relative
concentration (see Equation (4)). Figure 2 displays the development of the concentration of production
for different selected metals. Particularly for technology metals with comparatively low production
levels (Figure 2 bottom), this indicator has shown high fluctuations. This is to some extent obvious,
as due to the lower number of mining activities, an additional production site more strongly affects
the overall concentration measure.
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Figure 2. Herfindal–Hirschman Index (HHI) of raw material production at the country level for
different selected metals (cf. [17]). Particularly high-tech metals with comparatively low production
rates show high volatility regarding the concentration of production, which is the most important
indicator for supply risks. Data for this analysis are based on US Geological Survey (USGS) [55].

Regarding future development, several of these technology metals are especially expected to
face a severe increase in demand due to their utilization for different emerging technologies [50,51].
Figure 3 combines the results of a recently published study about raw material demand for future
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technologies [51] with the evaluation of supply risks from the latest EU criticality assessment [14].
As shown in Figure 3, some of the most critical materials for the EU (particularly several heavy (HREE)
and light (LREE) Rare Earth Elements for magnet production) are expected to face increasing demand
in the coming years due to their technological importance.
“
”

Figure 3. Comparison of the supply risk value in the latest EU criticality study [14] and the expected
increase in demand due to emerging technologies according to a current study commissioned by the
German Mineral Resources Agency (DERA) [51]. The illustrated demand in 2013 and expected future
demand in 2035 only refer to the emerging technologies that were analyzed in this study. The grey line
represents the current production level.

2. Methodology
When regarding raw material criticality in the context of classical risk assessment within
a criticality matrix, the two dimensions of economic importance (or vulnerability) and supply risk,
which represent the likelihood of supply disruptions [3] need to be quantified by a set of indicators
(cf. Figure 1b). The evaluation of the economic importance of different raw materials is especially
challenging. This assessment often includes qualitative measures such as the vulnerability of affected
value chains [25], complex sectoral economic analyses (based on sectors that might be affected by
supply disruptions [13,14]), or qualitative assessments of the raw material substitutability in different
industries (see Helbig et al. [56] for an overview of different approaches of the evaluation of economic
vulnerabilities in recent criticality studies). While concentration measures which are most commonly
used for the assessment of supply risks [8] can be quantified over a period of time using time series
of production an trade data [57], this is not possible (or would be accompanied with high efforts)
with the common multi indicator based approaches for the evaluation of the economic importance.
Therefore, in the following section, we develop several indicators to assess the economic importance of
a raw material on the basis of broadly available production and trade data using established methods
from the field of innovation economics [58]. This approach enables a relatively simple analysis and
comparison of raw material criticality at the national level over a historical time span.
In order to define the level of specialization of an economy and the competitive advantage of
different industries, there are several well established indicators in economic theory that compare the
performance of the economy in focus to global average numbers based on trade statistics (see, for
example, [58–60]). The two most important indicators, which are not only applied to trade data but
might also be used for the evaluation of patent databases [61], are explained in Table 2.
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Table 2. Indicators from the field of innovation economics to assess the competitive advantage of
an industry regarding different technologies or commodity groups [58–60]. Similar indicators are used
to evaluate patent databases [58,61].
RXA for country Ci and
technology Tj :
C

ExTi
j

C

RXA =

∑ j ExTji
C

∑i ExTji

The RXA (Relative Export Activity) is an indicator that evaluates the degree of concentration
of exports of a country regarding specific technologies or commodities, respectively.
This indicator quantifies the share of exports of specific commodities regarding total exports
of a country and compares this value to the share of the commodities in focus on total
global trade:
RXA =

C

∑i,j ExTji

RCA for country Ci and
technology Tj :
C

ExTi
j

C

RCA =

ImTi
j

export share of technology T j regarding total exports of country Ci
export share of technology T j regarding total global trade

An RXA-value > 1 indicates that a country has a higher export share of specific commodities
as compared to the global average, and, hence, a higher degree of specialization in that field.
Comparable calculations can be done with import data.
The RCA (Revealed Competitive Advantage) additionally takes into account the
export–import relations when analyzing the level of specialization in trade. Hence,
this indicator further takes into account how well the domestic industry stands its ground
when confronting the competition from international imports. The RCA is calculated from
the country’s export/import ratio regarding a specific technology and the export/import
ratio of all commodities in that country:

C

∑ j ExTji
C

∑ j ImTji

RCA =

export/import ratio of technology T j in country Ci
export/import ratio of total trade (all commodities) in country Ci

An RCA-value > 1 indicates a competitive advantage of a country regarding the production
of the commodities being analyzed.

For the following assessment of the relative economic importance of different raw materials, the
RXA when applied to commodity imports is of particular relevance. We transfer this basic principle of
comparing the domestic imports and uses of different commodities to the overall global consumption
while taking into account the size of the economy in focus to the raw material supply system. This
allows us the development of several indicators which are readily accessible and which already provide
a quantitative evaluation of the relative importance of different raw materials for an economy. Hence,
this approach is based on the assumption that if the industrial or economic structure was homogenous
among different countries, their material consumption would be in accordance with their economic
performance, whereas the industrial specialization of a country leads to a concentration in raw material
use. A concentration in use of a specific raw material indicates a higher economic importance of that
commodity for the economy being analyzed. The different indicators assessing this relative economic
importance of a specific raw material are described below.
From the share of the domestic consumption of a specific raw material regarding global
consumption and the percentage that the country holds in the world economy (GDP share), a simple
indicator can be developed that evaluates if the intensity of use of a specific raw material is
disproportionately high. This indicates the level of specialization of different industries within the
economy and the accompanied need for specific technology metals for which the global average use is
significantly lower. Therefore, the global share in consumption of a specific raw material taking into
account the economic performance of the country can be applied as a first indicator for the relative
economic importance of a raw material. This is specified in Equation (1):
C

C

C

Im Mi − Ex Mi + Dp Mi
j

Indicator1 =

Share of global consumption countryi regarding metal j
Share in global economy countryi

=

j

j

Global production Mj
GDPCi
Global GDP

(1)

where Ci is the country being analyzed and M j is the specific metal, further abbreviations in the
equations are as follows:
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Im
Ex
Dp

–
–
–

Imports,
Exports,
Domestic production.

A simplification of Equation (1) which no longer includes production data but focuses on pure
trade data analysis is shown in Equation (2). This indicator puts the share of world trade regarding
a specific metal in relation to the country’s economic performance. Particularly when the domestic
raw material production is low (such as for the examples of Germany and Japan analyzed herein),
the results of this indicator are quite similar to those of Equation (1):
C

Im Mi
Indicator2 =

World trade share countryi regarding metal j
Share in global economy countryi

j

C

=

Global trade Mj = ∑i Im Mi
j
GDPCi
Global GDP

(2)

Furthermore, an indicator that analyzes the import share of a specific metal regarding the total
import of all metals seems reasonable in order to get a feeling for the relative importance of specific raw
materials. By weighting this value with the global share of the metal in focus in relation to the global
trade of all metals, an indicator is developed that directly relates to the RXA in Table 2. This indicator
is described in Equation (3):
C

Im Mi
Indicator3 =

Import share of metal j regarding all metal imports to countryi
Global share of metal j regarding total trade of all metals

=

j

C
∑ j Im Mi j
C

∑i Im Mi j

(3)

C

∑i,j Im Mi j
When analyzing raw material criticality as an abstraction of classical risk assessment within
a criticality matrix (see Figure 1b and Figure 4), besides the vulnerability (or economic importance),
an assessment of the supply risk is necessary. While, thus far, we have analyzed the relative economic
importance of different raw materials at the national level based on the aforementioned indicators,
the most common indicator for the assessment of supply risk in previous studies was the concentration
of production evaluated by the HHI (as described in Equation (4), see Achzet and Helbig (2013) [8] for
a detailed assessment of indicator based supply risk measures):
n

HHI =

∑

i =1

xi
∑nj=1 x j

!2
(4)

Furthermore, particularly in countries with high import dependence, the concentration of raw
material imports can be taken as an indicator for the supply risk. These concentration measures are
classical risk indicators that already were relevant when analyzing a region’s dependence on strategic
raw materials and geopolitical risks during the Cold War [62,63]. Habib et al. [57] and the US National
Science and Technology Council [64] used the concentration of production at the country level in
order to assess the development of geopolitical risks over time. In current multi indicator based static
criticality studies, further subindicators such as the static depletion time of reserves, the byproduct
share, the recyclability, the substitutability, the environmental performance, etc. are taken into account
when analyzing the supply risk (a summary of indicators applied to quantify supply risks in current
criticality studies is provided in Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials to this paper). However, the
concentration of production at the country level still is the most important indicator for measuring
supply risks, and import dependency plays an important role in current criticality studies [65]. As most
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other indicators usually do not show high volatility over time [15], it seems reasonable to take these
concentration measures as a starting point to evaluate temporal changes of supply risks.
In order to get an understanding of the temporal development of raw material criticality at the
country level, the indicators described above referring to the economic importance and the supply
risk, respectively, are equally weighted and added up. This seems reasonable as there is no indication
to give stronger weight to one specific indicator, and the assessment provided by this simple approach
intends to emphasize the volatility among key variables rather than to provide a detailed assessment
of raw material criticality as performed by static multi indicator based approaches (see the first two
sections of Table 1). A summary of the indicator aggregation utilized to assess the two dimensions of
the criticality matrix, which are the “Relative Economic Importance (REI)” and the “Supply Risk (SR)”,
is provided in Equations (5) and (6):
Indicator1 + Indicator2 + Indicator3
3

(5)

HHIproduction country level + HHIimports
2

(6)

REI =

SR =

Both of the indicators for quantifying the economic importance of a raw material and the supply
risk are based on pure production and trade data. Hence, their development over time using historical
data can be simply assessed. This procedure enables an enhancement of the criticality matrix by the
dimension of time as shown in Figure 4.

X

X

Figure 4. Enhancing the criticality matrix by the dimension of time.

Generally, the analyses of supply risks and raw material criticality are of interest for countries
and regions with significant raw material demand across different industries and low domestic raw
material production, and, hence, high import dependence. As Germany and Japan show the highest
value added shares of the manufacturing sector among the G7 counties (see Figure 5) and both
countries have highly specialized industries and low domestic raw material deposits, an evaluation of
the defined indicators for these two economies seems suitable. Nonetheless, the approach described
above could be transferred to any other country, even though this method particularly makes sense for
countries and regions with high dependence on raw material imports.
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Figure 5. Share of the manufacturing sector regarding total GDP for the G7 countries (based on World
Bank data, “industry value added” (% of GDP)). Germany and Japan both have a relatively high
industry share regarding total value added, and, hence, a higher economic vulnerability concerning
disruptions of raw material supply.

3. Results
For the following indicator based assessments, we used production data from the USGS [55] and
the UN Comtrade database for the analysis of trade flows (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials
to this paper for background data and commodity codes). While all raw materials that have been
indentified as potentially critical in previous studies were analyzed, Figure 6 displays the results of
the indicator evaluation regarding the relative economic importance (see Equations (1)–(3)) for those
materials with the highest values (significantly above 1, which indicates a concentration of use within
the economies in focus).
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Figure 6. Results of the indicators described above for Germany and Japan. All metals that have been
identified as potentially critical in previous studies were analyzed, while only those metals for which
an indicator value of significantly >1 was observed are shown in this Figure. The calculated indicator
values are available in Tables S3 and S4 in the Supplementary Materials to this paper. (a) indicator
results (Equations (1)–(3)) for Germany; and (b) indicator results (Equations (1)–(3)) for Japan.
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The interpretation of these indicators is as follows, taking tungsten for Germany as an example:
while Germany holds 5% of the world economy (German share of global GDP), the German industries
are responsible for around 20% of the global tungsten consumption and trade flows (indicators 1
and 2 have values of around 4), and the share of tungsten imports regarding total metal imports
to Germany is significantly higher than the global average (indicator 3). Hence, without knowing
the exact industrial value chain of tungsten processing, it is obvious that this raw material plays
a significant role for the German economy.
As shown in Figure 6, for Japan, the Rare Earth Elements (REE) as well as the Platinum Group
Metals (PGM) such as platinum and palladium show the highest indicator values for the relative
economic importance. This seems reasonable as Japan is definitely the largest consumer of rare
earths outside China due to its strong magnet industry (NdFeB magnets) and its specialized chemical
industry (cerium and lanthanum for catalysts and speciality chemicals or metal alloys) and has a strong
automobile industry for which considerable amounts of platinum and palladium for autocatalysts
are needed. Furthermore, lithium, which is an important raw material for battery production,
as well as the semiconductor germanium have a significant concentration in the Japanese industry.
Tungsten, which is mainly used in high performance alloys (tungsten carbides) for gas turbines,
drilling, trimming and cutting machinery, shows the highest indicator value for Germany while the
Rare Earth Elements play a minor role. Platinum Group Metals (PGM) or magnesium for lightweight
construction components play a significant role for the German automotive industry. Additional
high-tech metals that show a concentration of use in Germany are bismuth and germanium as well
as titanium, which is an important component in speciality steels or which is used for different high
performance titanium alloys.
Hence, without having to analyze the value chains and their sectoral distribution and by
only taking into account the volume of primary raw material consumption, this simple indicator
based approach offers valuable insight into the economic importance of specific raw materials for
different countries. As a matter of fact, this approach is highly simplified and does not replace the
detailed analysis of sectoral distribution of raw materials taking into account their substitutability in
different end-use applications (as performed, for example, in the EU criticality studies). However,
when comparing the results of raw material criticality assessments for different countries over a period
of time, a simple indicator based approach seems very useful in order to guarantee the comparability
of results.
In order to assess the development of raw material criticality over time, the results for the
“Relative Economic Importance (REI)” from Equation (5) and the “Supply Risk (SR)” from Equation (6)
were scaled to values from 1 to 10 (see Table S5 in the supplemenatry data for the normalized values).
In a first step, we performed this procedure for the German economy taking into account those
materials with high values regarding their economic importance (see raw materials in Figure 6). As
illustrated in Figure 7, the temporal development may be displayed within three dimensions or within
the common two-dimensional criticality matrix, distinguishing between different points in time by the
size of the dots.
Figure 7 shows a general high volatility of the calculated criticality values. This is mainly due to
variations in trade flows, which already becomes evident from the analysis of the relative economic
importance in Figure 6. The criticality of Rare Earth Elements (REE) in Figure 7 seems to be slightly
declining, which is due to increasing mining activities outside of China and declining import volumes
in previous years. However, as indicated by Figure 2, the concentration of production at the country
level (HHI) is generally related to fluctuations, especially for raw materials with comparatively low
production volume. Nonetheless, as illustrated in Figure 7, several of the analyzed high-tech metals
are showing a clear trend towards an increasing relative economic importance (such as palladium or
further PGMs) or increasing supply risks (such as bismuth or magnesium). Such developments can only
be detected with dynamic approaches taking into account temporal variations of indicator values.
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Figure 7. Results of a dynamic criticality assessment based on Equations (5) and (6) for Germany.
A variation of this illustration is available in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials to this
paper. (a) criticality matrix in three dimensions assessing the values of supply risk and relative
economic importance over time.; and (b) criticality matrix with temporal movements in two dimensions
(the larger the dots, the more present the value).

Those commodities with high values regarding their relative economic importance (Figure 6)
or their criticality level (Figure 7), respectively, have been indentified as potentially critical in previous
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static analyses (see [34,35] for Japan and [25] for Germany); hence, the results from this work
are nothing completely new. Nevertheless, they are a proof of concept that this simple approach
already provides profound information about a country’s dependence on imported raw materials,
vulnerabilities, or raw material criticality over a period of time.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a simple methodology of how a first approximation to raw material
criticality (based on the economic importance and the supply risk which form the two dimensions
of the criticality matrix) could be analyzed over a period of time using broadly available production
and trade data. It is needless to say that this dynamic approach is a strong simplification of static
multi indicator methods performed in previous criticality studies (see Table 1). It only focuses
on the quantitative relevance of primary raw materials and does not take into account aspects of
environmental risk, substitutability or recyclability of different materials. However, the approach
introduced in this paper forms a well accessible manner to get a feeling of which raw materials might
be critical for an economy and how this raw material dependency has changed in previous years
without having to go into any detail regarding industrial use patterns, value chains or even sectoral
economic analyses. Hence, such an analysis will not replace any static multi indicator approach
but might provide additional insight into commodity dependency. Furthermore, the approach
applied for the evaluation of the relative economic importance or the supply risk, respectively, is not
intended to be a fixed set of indicators and equations. The supply risk measure could, for example,
be enhanced by the World Governance Indicators (WGI, published by the World Bank) as performed
by the European Commission [13,14]. Besides the supply risk, the price volatility as an indicator
for market dynamics could be included as suggested by the US National Science and Technology
Council [64]. Similar enhancements and modifications could be applied to the evaluation of the
economic importance.
In order to evaluate political instruments or measures for how to reduce raw material dependency
by substitution, higher efficiency of use or more efficient recycling, and raw material specific models
are needed that cover the entire material life cycle including primary and secondary production [66,67].
Hence, indicator based screening methods, no matter if they are static or dynamic, will always
be used to identify those materials among a large number of different elements for which more
detailed analyses are needed [64]. In this context, the methodology presented here might contribute to
previously performed static analyses and to ongoing efforts aiming at taking into account temporal
variations in the assessment of raw material criticality.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-9276/5/4/45/s1,
Table S1: HS codes (Harmonized System) relevant for the trade data analysis using the UN Comtrade database,
Table S2: Indicators applied to assess raw material supply risk in different recent static criticality assessments,
Table S3: Calculated values of Indicators 1-3 for Germany, Table S4: Calculated values of Indicators 1-3 for
Japan, Table S5: Normalized values of the “Relative Economic Importance” and the “Supply Risk” for Germany,
Figure S1: Results of the dynamic criticality assessment for Germany displayed as a variation of Figure 7.
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